### EADP/Emergency Admin & Planning

#### EADP 3010  INTRO TO EMER MGMT
001  (13149)  CRE 3.0  M  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  GATE 131
900  (17395)  CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

#### EADP 3020  PRACTICAL METHODS
002  (17987)  CRE 3.0  M  02:00 pm-04:50 pm  ECB 120  Zavar E

#### EADP 3035  HAZ MIT & PREPAREDNESS
002  (13123)  CRE 3.0  W  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  WH 117  Schumann R

#### EADP 3045  DISASTER RESPS & RECOV
001  (12972)  CRE 3.0  T  02:00 pm-04:50 pm  ECB 120  Nelan M

#### EADP 3055  EOC DESIGN & OP
001  (13291)  CRE 3.0  W  02:00 pm-04:50 pm  ECB 120  Timmons R

#### EADP 4000  HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
001  (13123)  CRE 3.0  T  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  GATE 131

#### EADP 4040  INTL DISASTERS
900  (14973)  CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
CLASS TESTING WILL BE CONDUCTED ONLINE AS SCHEDULED ON BLACKBOARD.

#### EADP 4050  SOCIAL VULNERABILITY
001  (13537)  CRE 3.0  R  02:00 pm-04:50 pm  ECB 120  Schumann R

#### EADP 4065  DISASTER EX DESGN
001  (13305)  CRE 3.0  R  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  ECB 120  Timmons R

#### EADP 4080  CAPSTONE COURSE
001  (12973)  CRE 3.0  M  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  SAGE 355

#### EADP 4800  EADP INTERNSHIP PREP
THIS CLASS ONLY MEETS 4 TIMES DURING THE SEMESTER: 09/07, 09/26, 10/26, AND 11/16/2018.
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-02:50 pm ECB 120 9/7/18-9/7/18
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-02:50 pm ECB 120 9/28/18-9/28/18
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-02:50 pm ECB 120 10/26/18-10/26/18
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-02:50 pm ECB 120 11/16/18-11/16/18

EADP 4810 EADP INTERNSHIP

RESTRICTED COURSE APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT INSTRUCTOR.
THIS CLASS MEETS ONLY 1 TIME DURING THE SEMESTER: 11/16/2018 IN ECB 120 FROM 12:00 - 2:50 PM.
CONTACT DR. RON TIMMONS, INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR, FOR COURSE APPROVAL:
940-565-2213, RONALD.TIMMONS@UNT.EDU
Also meets: F 12:00 pm-02:50 pm NO ASSGN 11/16/18-11/16/18

EMDS/Emergency Mgmt & Disaster Sci

EMDS 5010 EMER MGT THEORY & PRAC
001 (15782) CRE 3.0 GAB 406 Webb G
Course Topic: EMERG MGMT THEORY & PRAC
PHD STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN EMDS 6800.002

EMDS 5110 DISTR RESRCH METH
001 (17391) CRE 3.0 ECB 120 Nelan M
Course Topic: DISASTER RESEARCH METHODS
PHD STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN EMDS 6800.003

EMDS 5615 ENVIR PLAN & HAZARDS
001 (17392) CRE 3.0 ECB 120 Zavar E
Course Topic: ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & HAZ
PHD STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN EMDS 6800.004

EMDS 6800 EMDS SEMINAR
002 (17390) CRE 3.0 GAB 406 Webb G
Course Topic: EMERG MGMT THEORY & PRAC
003 (17393) CRE 3.0 ECB 120 Nelan M
Course Topic: DISASTER RESEARCH METHODS
004 (17394) CRE 3.0 ECB 120 Zavar E
Course Topic: ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING & HAZ